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ABSTRACT
The role of climate sensitivity and ocean heat uptake in determining the range of climate model response is
investigated in the second phase of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP2) AOGCM results. The
fraction of equilibrium warming that is realized at any one time is less in those models with higher climate
sensitivity, leading to a reduction in the temperature response range at the time of CO 2 doubling [transient
climate response (TCR) range]. The range is reduced by a further 15% because of an apparent relationship
between climate sensitivity and the efficiency of ocean heat uptake. Some possible physical causes for this
relationship are suggested.

1. Introduction
Several coupled atmosphere–ocean general circulation models (AOGCMs) have simulated climate change
due to anthropogenic emissions based on the observed
evolution of the concentrations of greenhouse gases
from the early industrial period to present and running
into the future based on assumed emissions scenarios.
The results of many of these have been collected together in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) Data Distribution Centre (DDC) dataset
(http://ipcc-ddc.cru.uea.ac.uk) and show a range of
global mean temperature change and ocean thermal expansion by the end of the twenty-first century. However,
the assumed future greenhouse gas concentrations for
these experiments and the resulting forcing used to drive
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the models is not identical. This complicates the comparison of their results.
The second phase of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP2; http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/
cmip/) offers a unique dataset providing the opportunity
to compare the transient climate response of different
AOGCMs to a common forcing; 1% year 21 compound
increase in CO 2 concentration (Meehl et al. 1997, 2000).
The length of the simulations is 80 yr. The available
data comprise monthly mean time series of surface air
temperature, precipitation, and sea level pressure and
four 20-yr means of many other atmosphere and ocean
fields. Here we are concerned with identifying the factors that govern the global mean surface temperature
response. The results vary from model to model primarily because different models have different climate
sensitivities and because they differ in the efficiencies
with which they transfer heat into the ocean.
The climate sensitivity of an AOGCM is traditionally
defined as the equilibrium global mean temperature
change in response to a doubling of atmospheric CO 2
concentration. Because of the long timescales associated
with deep ocean equilibration, the direct calculation of
coupled model equilibrium temperature change for dou-
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bled CO 2 requires an extended simulation and a considerable commitment of computer resources. Only one
such calculation has been performed to date (Stouffer
and Manabe 1999). Given this, the climate sensitivity
is usually estimated as the equilibrium temperature
change due to CO 2 doubling in an AGCM with a mixed
layer ocean (e.g., Senior and Mitchell 1993).
The climate sensitivity evaluated by these methods is
a measure of the strength of the feedbacks in the climate
system in the steady-state double-CO 2 climate. Using it
to explain differences between the transient response of
different AOGCMs depends on the assumption that the
feedback strengths are independent of climate. More
recently, a third method (described farther below) has
been devised, which calculates feedback strengths from
the output of transient AOGCM experiments. Murphy
(1995) called the sensitivity derived by this method the
effective climate sensitivity. The effective climate sensitivity is a measure of the strength of the feedbacks as
the climate evolves. Watterson (2000) calculates the effective climate sensitivity from several experiments with
different versions of an AOGCM. The results show considerable variability particularly near the beginning of
the integrations when the change in temperature is small.
Nevertheless he concludes that the effective climate sensitivity is approximately constant and typically close to
the appropriate mixed layer experiment result.
However, in an experiment where the forcing is a 1%
compounded increase in CO 2 concentration until double
CO 2 and constant thereafter, results from the HadCM2
model show that the effective climate sensitivity increases from about 2.08C near the beginning of the integration to about 3.88C after 900 yr (Raper et al. 2001).
Senior and Mitchell (2000) suggest that time-dependent
cloud feedbacks arising from interhemispheric temperature differences associated with the slower warming of
the Southern Ocean are responsible for the time dependence of the effective climate sensitivity. The extent to
which this result is model dependent needs to be quantified, but earlier and later versions of the Hadley Centre
model show broadly similar characteristics (Murphy
1995; Mitchell et al. 1998).
The measure of the climate sensitivity used here is
the effective climate sensitivity calculated from the 20yr mean data centered on the time of CO 2 doubling. It
is thus a measure of the strength of the feedbacks in the
climate response to the CMIP2 forcing at a time of
maximum signal-to-noise ratio.
In some cases, the control climate is not exactly in a
steady state; this is shown by a nonzero heat flux into
the ocean, and a slow drift in surface climate. On the
assumption that the same underlying drift is present in
both the control and perturbed experiments, climate
changes throughout this paper are calculated as contemporaneous differences between results of the perturbed
and control experiments, in the hope of cancelling out
the drift. However, it should be noted that in comparisons using the results of four AOGCM perturbation
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experiments with the ECHAM-1/LSG model, Raper and
Cubasch (1996) find that the timing of the adjustment
in the perturbation experiments differs from that in the
control experiment. This may be regarded as a warning
that should be borne in mind when following the standard method adopted here.
2. Global mean temperature and ocean heat
content change results
The global-average near-surface temperature changes, DT, for a number of models from the CMIP2 dataset
are shown in Fig. 1a for the four 20-yr mean time periods. The temperature change averaged over the 20 yr
centered at the time of CO 2 doubling (year 70) is defined
by Cubasch et al. (2001) as the Transient Climate Response (TCR). The range of the TCR for the models
considered here is 1.318–2.158C; the object of this paper
is to investigate the factors that determine the range.
Figure 1b shows the same results but categorized by
model and ordered in descending magnitude of the climate sensitivity, which is generally according to descending magnitude of temperature change response.
The corresponding results for the ocean heat content
change are given in Fig. 1c. Note that high (low) temperature change tends to be associated with high (low)
heat content change, but an anomalously high ocean heat
uptake, such as shown by MRI1, is associated with a
suppressed surface temperature change.
3. The effect of different CO 2 doubling forcing
The individual AOGCMs used here have reported
values ranging from 3.45 to 3.74 W m 22 (Table 1) for
the radiative forcing of a doubling of the atmospheric
CO 2 . The effect of this range on the response has been
investigated using simple climate models. In the 1990
IPCC Assessment (Shine et al. 1990), the radiative forcing for a CO 2 doubling, DQ 2x , was given as 4.37 W
m 22 . However, this value is now considered too high
since it does not include solar absorption by CO 2 or the
effect of stratospheric adjustment (Myhre et al. 1998).
Myhre et al.’s best estimate for DQ 2x is 3.71 W m 22 .
The effect of using lower DQ 2x values in a simple model
has been investigated by Wigley and Smith (1998). They
noted two effects. The first is the effect of DQ 2x on the
relative forcing due to CO 2 and non-CO 2 gases (with
the latter including aerosols). The second is the effect
of DQ 2x on the response time. The first effect influences
the equilibrium warming, whereas the second does not.
It is only the second effect that applies here, since the
CMIP2 forcing is for CO 2 alone. Using the same simple
model (Wigley and Raper 1992; Raper et al. 1996) the
range of DQ 2x implies a spread of temperature change
around the time of CO 2 doubling of between 0.028 and
0.098C for a climate sensitivity of 1.58 and 4.58C, respectively. The effect of different DQ 2x on the spread
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ing of the climate system, DT is the global average
surface air temperature change, and l is the climate
feedback parameter (e.g., Dickinson 1981; Wigley and
Schlesinger 1985). The D terms represent changes with
respect to the unperturbed climate state. This relation
is useful because it applies for a wide range of magnitude of forcing and a variety of forcing agents (e.g.,
greenhouse gas, sulfate aerosol, solar). Since DQ is
the forcing at the tropopause, DT is being used to represent the temperature change of the troposphere as a
whole, and the term lDT is the increase in radiative
heat loss from the climate system due to climate change.
For climate change over periods of years, changes in
the heat content of the atmosphere, land, and cryosphere
are very small compared with the change of heat content
of the ocean, since the latter has almost all of the heat
capacity of the system. To a good approximation, dDH/
dt is therefore equal to the heat flux DF into the ocean,
when
DQ 5 lDT 1 DF.

(2)

4. Calculation of the effective climate sensitivity

Thus, the radiative forcing is partitioned between increased heat loss to space and uptake of heat by the
ocean.
At an equilibrium with doubled CO 2 , the radiative
forcing is DQ 2x and the net heat flux into the ocean
(DF) is zero. Hence the feedback factor l is related to
the traditional climate sensitivity D T 2x (discussed
above) by the formula DT 2x 5 DQ 2x /l. Since DQ, DT,
and DF are known from the transient results, time-varying values of l can also be calculated and expressed as
the effective climate sensitivity (DQ 2x /l) following
Murphy (1995) and Gregory and Mitchell (1997).
We have calculated the effective climate sensitivities
from the CMIP2 integrations (1% yr 21 compound CO 2
increase) for the four 20-yr periods. The values typically
change over the comparatively short 80-yr period. The
effective climate sensitivities for the last 20-yr average
of the CMIP2 integrations, when the signal is strongest,
generally agree well with the mixed layer sensitivities
though there are exceptions (notably HadCM2). Confirming the validity of Eq. (2), we note that for this 20yr period in the CMIP2 results, the contribution of the
ocean heat flux to changes in the heat content of the
climate system is at least 2 orders of magnitude bigger
than that of heat fluxes into the land and cryosphere
together. In addition, Levitus et al. (2001) report that
between the 1950s and 1990s the estimated increase of
observed global ocean heat content is an order of magnitude bigger than any other component.

Climate experiments using AOGCMs give results that
can be summarized by an energy balance equation of
the form

5. The role of climate sensitivity and ocean heat
uptake

FIG. 1. The 20-yr mean model response for the 1% CMIP2 forcing
experiments. (a) Time series of global mean near-surface air temperature change. (b) Temperature change categorized according to
model. (c) Ocean heat content change categorized according to model.

of temperature changes given by the AOGCMs in Fig.
1 is therefore relatively small.

dDH/dt 5 DQ 2 lDT

(1)

(Cubasch et al. 2001), where DH is the change in heat
content of the climate system, DQ is the radiative forc-

The effective climate sensitivity, the net ocean heat
flux, and the surface temperature change for the various
models are shown in Fig. 2a for the 20-yr mean values
centered on the time of CO 2 doubling. The model results
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TABLE 1. Values of model radiative forcing for a doubling of CO 2 concentration after allowing for stratospheric adjustment. See CMIP2
(http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/cmip/) for model details.
AOGCM

GFDL

CGCM1

CSIRO

HadCM2

MRI1

HadCM3

ECHAM3

CSM

PCM

Q 2x (W m22

3.71*

3.71*

3.45

3.47

3.71*

3.74

3.71*

3.45

3.45

* Value not available and therefore taken as the best estimate from Myhre et al. (1998).

are ordered in descending values of the effective climate
sensitivity. Generally, the models with larger effective
climate sensitivity also have larger net heat flux into the
ocean. Now assume that
DF 5 kDT.

(3)

This defines the ‘‘ocean heat uptake efficiency’’ k
(Gregory and Mitchell 1997). Empirically, it is observed
from climate model results that k varies with time (see
Wigley and Schlesinger 1985). Nevertheless, k is a useful concept since for monotonically increasing forcing
and not too near the beginning of an integration (when

mixed layer effects have an influence), k does not vary
with time nearly as fast as DT so that a substantial part
of the time variation of DF can be explained by the
time variation DT. Here we focus on the difference of
k between the different models shown in Fig. 2b. We
do not discuss further the time dependence of k.
Using Eq. (3), Eq. (2) becomes
DQ 5 (l 1 k)DT.

(4)

At any given time, the equilibrium temperature change
(DT e ) corresponding to forcing DQ can be defined by
DQ 5 lDT e .

(5)

Hence, the degree of disequilibrium or realized fraction
of equilibrium warming is
DT/DT e 5 l/(l 1 k).

(6)

If k is the same for all models, this means that DT/DT e
is smaller for smaller l (i.e., higher sensitivity). This
result was first shown by Hansen et al. (1984) and Siegenthaler and Oeschger (1984), and is explained in more
detail by Wigley and Schlesinger (1985) and Hansen et
al. (1985). An immediate consequence of Eq. (6) is that,
when different models are compared, the spread of realized warmings at 2 3 CO 2 will be less than the spread
of sensitivities. In fact, as will be shown below, the
spread is even slightly smaller still when nonconstancy
of k across models is accounted for.
6. Effect of climate sensitivity and ocean heat
uptake on the TCR results

FIG. 2. Comparison of some CMIP2 model results for 20-yr average
values centered on year 70, the time of CO 2 doubling. (a) Values are
shown for the effective climate sensitivity, the net heat flux across
the ocean surface multiplied by the ocean faction and the global mean
temperature change. (b) Comparison of the feedback parameter l and
the net heat flux across the ocean surface divided by the temperature
change k.

For the AOGCMs examined in this paper, the spread
of effective climate sensitivities is given by the models
DOE PCM and GFDLpR15pa, that is, 1.738–4.218C, a
range 2.488C wide. In Fig. 2b we show the values of l
and k for the individual models. Considering first the
effect of ocean heat uptake assuming constancy of k
across the models, we assume a midrange value k of
0.72 W m 22 8C 21 . Using Eq. (4) the TCR range is then
1.298–2.268C (0.978C wide). Heat uptake thus reduces
the TCR range by a factor of about 2.5 relative to the
range in effective climate sensitivity.
We observe that relatively small heat uptake efficiency (small k) tends to be associated with relatively
small effective climate sensitivity (large l) (Fig. 2b).
The TCR range for the models examined here is given
by the combination of the low climate sensitivity (large
l) and low k of DOE PCM at one extreme, and the high
climate sensitivity (small l) and high k of GFDLpR15pa
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FIG. 3. Latitude–depth cross section of ocean temperature change for the 20 yr about the time of CO 2 doubling,
for (a) the GFDLpR15pa model and (b) the DOE PCM model. The contour interval is 0.18 below 0.58C (thin lines)
and 0.58 above 0.58C (thick lines). Negative values are shown as dashed lines.

at the other; namely, 1.318–2.158C (0.848C wide). This
range is narrower by about 15% than the range given
using a single k independent of l. In terms of Eq. (4),
the decrease in the range arises because the compensation between l and k restricts the variation of (l 1
k) and hence of DQ 2x /(l 1 k).
7. Discussion of a possible mechanism for the
apparent relationship between l and k
The correlation coefficient between the nine values
of l and k is 20.61, which given the small sample size
can only be considered significant with 90% confidence.
This leaves room for the possibility that the apparent
relationship could be a chance artifact of the different
ocean model’s subgrid-scale parameterizations, which
can affect the ocean heat uptake (Weaver and Wiebe
1999). Alternatively, there may be a real physical cause
of the relationship between l and k. This could originate
either from differences between the models or from nonlinearity within the models. Therefore we consider briefly how heat uptake occurs.
The oceans take up heat in low latitudes and transport
it to high latitudes where they give up the heat to the
atmosphere. When the climate warms, the ocean’s surface becomes warmer and the water column tends to
become more stable because warmer water is generally
lighter than colder water. In high latitudes, vertical sta-

bility is further enhanced by the increase of freshwater
supply at the ocean surface. This results from an increase in the water vapor transport to high latitudes in
the atmosphere, which in turn is a consequence of the
ability of the warmer atmosphere to hold more water
vapor. In high latitudes, the increased stability of the
oceans resulting from surface warming and freshening
inhibits heat loss from the interior of the ocean [by
convection and upward diffusion along surfaces of constant density; Osborn (1998); Gregory (2000)]. This results in a warming through a deep layer of the highlatitude oceans as seen for the two models shown in
Fig. 3. These results are representative of the oceanic
temperature response found in all coupled models. The
reduction of high-latitude heat loss from the ocean is
equivalent to a net uptake of heat by the world ocean.
An explanation for our results could be that high-latitude
warming is greater relative to the global mean in models
with high climate sensitivity. Alternatively, the ocean
heat uptake within each model may be nonlinearly dependent on temperature change and thus most pronounced in those models that have the largest surface
warming.
The increased stability in the oceans is also associated
with a decline in the strength of the thermohaline circulation, which most AOGCMs simulate in response to
a global warming. The change in the strength of the
thermohaline circulation characterized by the maximum
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models with higher climate sensitivity. As a first approximation, the range of the TCR can be obtained using
the mean value for the ocean heat uptake efficiency k,
ignoring intermodel ocean heat uptake efficiency differences. As a second-order effect, differences in k
across the models further reduce the range of the TCR
by about 15%, giving a range of 1.38–2.38C. A physical
explanation of the relationship of k to the climate feedback factor could originate from differences between
the models in the high-latitude amplification of global
warming, from differences in the sensitivity of the thermohaline circulation to climate change, or from nonlinear processes common to the models.

FIG. 4. Characteristics of the thermohaline circulation for the models studied. (a) Change in the maximum of the North Atlantic streamfunction for the 20 yr about the time of CO 2 doubling. (b) Initial
strength of the North Atlantic streamfunction given as the contemporaneous value from the control run. Data for CSM 1.0 not available.

of the North Atlantic overturning streamfunction is
shown in Fig. 4a for the 20 yr centered on the time of
CO 2 doubling; Fig. 4b shows its strength in the corresponding period of the control. The three models with
the highest climate sensitivities show the largest decline
in the strength of the circulation. The hierarchy of climate models from simple upwelling diffusion models
(Raper et al. 2001), through intermediate complexity
models (Knutti and Stocker 2000) to AOGCMs (Gregory 2000; R. J. Stouffer 2000, personal communication)
show an increase in ocean heat uptake in response to a
decline in the strength of the thermohaline circulation.
The essential character of Fig. 4a is unchanged when
the thermohaline circulation strength changes are expressed per degree of warming (Sv 8C 21 ). Changes in
the thermohaline circulation thus represent a related
mechanism by which l and k could be related.
8. Conclusions
Comparison of CMIP2 results confirm that, for a given forcing, climate sensitivity remains the most important factor contributing to uncertainty in transient climate change predictions. The models examined have a
climate sensitivity in the range 1.78–4.28C, expressed
as the effective climate sensitivity near the time of CO 2
doubling. Our analysis also confirms that, with a monotonic increase in forcing, the fraction of equilibrium
warming that is realized at any one time is less in those
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